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Abstract
In the pa\t few years thionuctrobases
have been extensively
used as intrinsic
photolabels
to probe the structure
in solution
of folded RNA
molecules
and to identify
contacts
within nucleic
acids and/or
between
nucleic
acids and proteins,
in complex
nucleoprotein
assemblies.
These thio residues
such as 4-thiouracit
found in E. co/i tRNA and its non-natural
congeners
4.thiot hymine, 6-thioguanine
and 6.mercaptopurine
absorb light at wavelengths
longer than 320 nm and, thus, can be selectively
photoactivated.
Synthetic
or enzymatic
procedures
have been
established,
allowing
the random or site-specific
Incorporation
of thionucteotide(
s) within a RNA (DNA)
chain which, in most cases. retains
unaltered
structural
and biological
properties.
Owing
to the high photoreactivity
of’ their triplet state (intersystem
yield close to unity).
4-thiouracil
and 4.thiothymine
derivatives
exhibit
a high photocrosstinking
ability
towards
pyrimidines
(particularly
thymine)
hut also
purines. From the nature of the photoproducts
obtained
in base or nucteotide
mixtures
and in dinucleotides,
the main photochemical
pathway
WHY idcntifcd
as a (2 + 2) photoaddition
of the excited C-S bond onto the 5, 6 double bond of pyrimidines
yielding
thietane
intcl-mcdiatch
whose structure
could be characterized.
Depending
on the mutual orientation
of these bonds in the rhietanes,
their subsequent
dark rearrangement yielded.
respectively,
either the 5-4 or 6-4 bipyrimidine
photoadduct.
A similar
mechanism
appears to be involved
in the formation
of
thr llnique photoadduct
formed between
A-thiothymidine and adenosine. The hipher reactivity of thymine dericed acceptors can be explained
by an additional
pathway
which involves
hydrogen
abstraction
from the thymine
methyl group. followed
by radical recombination.
leading
to metbylene
linked bipyrimidines.
The high photocrosslinkill~
potential
of thionucteosides
inserted in nucleic acid chains has been used to
probe KNA-RNA
contacts within the rlboxome
permitting,
in particular.
the elucidation
of the path of mRNA
throughout
the small nbosomal
subunit.
Functional
interactions
between
the mRNA
spliced sites and U RNAs could be detected
within the spliceosome.
Analyhi\
of the
pho~ocroshtinks
ohtained
within
small endonucleolytic
ribolymes
in solution
ted to a tertiary
folded pseudo-knot
structure
for the HDV
ribocyrne
and allowed
the construction
of a Y form of n hammerhead
rribozyme,
which I-evealed to be in CIOW agreement
with the htl-ucture
observed
in crystals. Thionucteuaides
incolpo’ated
in nucleic acids crobslink
efficiently
amino-acid
residues ofprotelns
in contact with them.
Despite the fact that little IS known about the nature of the photoadducts
formed.
this approach
lhas been extensively
used to Identity
protein
components
interacting
at a detined nucleic acid site and applied to various
systems (replisome,
spliceoxome.
transcription
complexes
and
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requires a detailed knowledge
of both the structure of their
individual
components
and the way they mutually contact
each other at any step of their f-unctional cycle. In the past
few years a number of crosslinking
methodologies
has been
designed to tackle this challenging
problem, being able to
give physical evidences for several types of biologically
important
interactions.
In this respect. photocrosslinking
methods offer a number of decisivcb advantages due to a better
control in the formation of covalent bonds between contacting
moieties, provided monofunctional
photolabels
(preferen-
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tially nucleoside analogs) can be incorporated in representative biological systems [ 1-3 ] Among these photolabels.
4-thiouridine. thiouridine and its non-natural congeners
including 4-thiothymine, 6-mercaptopurine and 6-thioguanine deserve special attention (Fig. I ).
4-Thiouridine (s’Urd) was discovered in 1965 as a rare
nucleosidepresent only in position 8 (and exceptionallyposition 9) of E. coli tRNA [ 4 1. The presence of a sulfur atom
in place of a keto oxygen at position 4 of the uracil ring results
in exceptional spectroscopic properties. The absorption spectrum of s’LJrd is shifted to the red ( A,,,,, ==330 nm) while all
major RNA components only display end-absorption at
wavelengths longer than 300 nm. It can thus be selectively
photoactivated leading to the quantitative formation of a photocrosslink between residues 8 and I3 in all native tRNAs
containing a s”Urd in position 8 and a cytidine in position I?
(50% of molecules from bulk E. co/i tRNA). This photoreaction has unraveled for the first time a feature of tRNA
tertiary structure common to a large number of tRNAs [ 5.61.
It also plays a key role in E. I~oli photobiology. Near-LTV
irradiation of E. co/i cells triggers a numberof photobiological effects suchas growth delay, uncoupling of cell growth
and division and photoprotection for competent cells [ I].
Interestingly, a mutant cell line (nuvA) containing Urd
instead of s%Jrdat position 8 of its tRNA grows as well as
the wild type cell in the dark. but lacks the photohiological
effects mentioned above. Moreover, formation of the 8- I3
linkoccurs in isolatedtRNA and in thecells with similarrates
and yields. However, some crosslinked tRNA species
appearedto be poor substratesof their acylation enzymes.
resulting in a marked reduction of protein synthesis and a
slower growth rate. Indeed. in cells submittedto solar light.
arrest of protein synthesispreventsexpressionof the inducible mutagenic SOS responsedue to the lesionstriggered in
DNA by the LWC and UVR componentsof light. Thus s’LJrd
acts asan antiphotomutagenicdevice [ I 1.
In the field of photolabeling experiments the attributes ot
s’Urd as a photoaffinity probe are numerous:(i) it is stable
in the dark: (ii) it can be selectively photoactivated by wavelengths between 330 and 370 nm thus keeping undesirable
sidereactionsat a minimum; (iii) it is highly photoreactive
towards both nucleic acid basesandamino acid residues( see
below j: ( iv) its base-pairingproperties are similar to those
of the parent nucleoside uridine allowing polynucleotide
chains, at low substitution levels, to retain their standard
physico-chemical properties [ I .7 1. In addition. s’Urd (on
the triphosphateform) is readily incorporated in RNA chains

both in cells and in a T7 RNA polymerasesystemso that the
term of intrinsic photolabel hasbeencoined to illustrate this
essentialfeature. Since s”dThd and other thionucleosidesare
expected to retain closely similar properties,?LJrd obviously
constitutes the prototype of an interesting class of nucleic
acid photolabels. The photochemistry of s%Jrd,focused on
tRNA work. hasbeenreviewed in I990 [ I 1.
The purpose of the present paper is to summarize and
updateour knowledgeof thionucleobasephotochemistry and
to illustrate someof the remarkable achievementsobtained
by the intrinsic photolabeling techniquesince 1990.First, the
proceduresallowing the synthesisof oligonucleotides COW
taining a thionucleobaseat a singlepreselectedposition will
be summarized.Then, the photophysicsandphotochemistry.
so far essentially limited to 4-thiopyrimidines will be
described, going from mixtures of basesor nucleotides to
dinucleotidesand polynucleotides. Applications of this phototechnology to elucidate RNA structure. to unravel nucleic
acid-nucleic acid contacts within complex assembliesand to
determineproteins contacting a detined nucleic acid portion
in nucleoprotcins will he presentedand discussed.

2. Synthesis of (o1igo)polynucleotide.vsite specifically
substituted with thionucleotides
Incorporation of s’UTP (as well as s’TTP, s”GTP or
s”ITP) into polynucleotides is easily achieved using appropriate polymerasz systems.The exonucleasefree fragment of
DNA polymerase I, but not T4 polymerase. incorporates
s’dTTP into DNA albeit with someunintendedprimer extrnsion 181. Synthesis of s%! containing polyribonucleotide is
in general performed with the T7 RNA polymerasesystem.
At low values of’ the s?JTP/UTP ratio, the analog is incorporated at a rate 4 to 5 times slower than UTP and is found
distributed randomly among available positions [ 91 Enzymatic incorporation of s”CTP in polynucleotide chains
revealedto be much lessefficient than with sJUTP ( [ lo] and
unpublisheddatn from our laboratory). This is in agreement
with the finding that s”G incorporation in cellular RNA is far
moredamagingto the cell metabolismthanthe corresponding
x’U incorporation [ I I ]
Generally. in photolabeling experiments, analysis of the
crosslinksis facilitated if a single thionucleotide is incorporated at a strategic preselectedposition. This can beachieved
by the above procedureif a singleposition in the synthesized
polynucleotide is available for incorporation of the thionucleotide assumingthat the polynucleotide can function
despitean artificial sequencecontext [ 121. However. a more
generalprocedurecan be usedto achieve this goal: it involves
chemical synthec-isof thionucleotide containing oligonucleotides combined with enzymatic ligation. ‘Thefirst stepcan be
realized using either the phocphoramidite or the H-phosphonate method. Indirect routes involving post synthetic
modifications have been considered [ 13,141 but the use of
sulfur-protected nucleosidesappearsmore convenient. The

latter procedures differ by the choice of the protection recommended at the sulfur position to avoid undesirable side
reactions during the phosphitylation and oxidation steps of
oligonucleotide synthesis. We have proposed the S- ( pivaloyloxy) methyl group which can be easily introduced and, in
contrast to other suggested groups, can be removed without
modification of the protocol used in machine synthesis [ lS181. Recently it was shown that no sulfur protection is
required if one uses terr-butyl hydroperoxide instead of standard iodine/water for the oxidation step in solid phase synthesis [7]. Such protocols allow synthesis of site-specific
substituted RNA up to about 30 nt [ 191 while for DNA it
can exceed 100 nt. If a longer polynucleotide chain is
required, then two DNA fragments can be linked together
using a bridging oligonucleotide and a DNA ligase. In the
case of RNA advantage was taken that a dinucleotide NpG.
in occurrence s”UpG, can serve in place of GTP to initiate
transcription by T7 polymerase. Ligation of two RNA chains
by means of T4 DNA ligase and a bridging oligodeoxynucleotide has allowed introduction of s’U residues at s’UpG
sites in a RNA chain [ 20,2 1] Combining chemical synthesis
of thiobase containing oligoribonucleotides and enzymatic
ligation should allow the incorporation of the thioresidue at
any desired position. Recently a new protocol has been proposed to insert s%J in long RNA chains. First. psJUp is ligated
LOthe 3’-end of the 5’-half RNA [ 221. Then, the elongated
S’-half and appropriate 3’-half are ligated using the T4 DNA
ligasc procedure [ 23 1.

3. Photophysics
The important photobiological role ol‘s’Urd has stimulated
extensive investigation of its ground state and excited state
properties. This was further extended to parent compounds
such as 4-thiouracil s3U. its tautomeric blocked forms 1-Me
\%J, 3-h4e s4U. I,3-diMe s&U as well as 4-thiothymine s”T.
All s”1.l derivatives exhibit closely similar behavior. prevously reviewed in details [ I 1. Only the main features of this
research will be summarized here.
In neutral aqueous medium, 4-thiouracil is essentially in
the 3-keto-Qhione
form which strongly absorbs light in the
near-UV range (A = 330 nm). Irradiation at this wavelength
directly populates the S, (VT*) singlet state which rapidly
decay< (estimated lifetime 5 ps) and efficiently converts.
@,,,,= 0.9 i 0. I to the corresponding lowest ( rr*)
triplet
state T,. This state, which has been characterized by a variety
01‘ techniques. gives rise in solution to a room-temperature
which
phosphorescence (A,,;,, ~550 nm, @,=3X lo-“)
decays with a lifetime of 200 ns in aerated solution at 298 K.
At 77 K, in a glass the phosphorescence yield increases up to
15% and two distinct emissions (A,,,,,, =47S nm. 7= 1 ms
and L,, = 550 nm. T= 0.4 ms) can bc detected. The behavior
of 4-thiouracil analogs, including 4-thiothymine is similar.
Obviously, for these compounds, the high S-T interconver-sion yield and the short singlet lifetime point to the triplet

state T, as the photoreactive state. Indeed, the T, state is
efficiently quenched in solution (k, up to 6 X IO” M - ’ s ’ )
by a variety of compoundsincluding halides ions such as
Br--, Cl-, aminoacidsand nucleosidesor nucleotides [ 11.
Of peculiar interest is ground state dioxygen quenching in
aerated solution which proceeds with a rate constant of
3 X 10” M- ’ s-’ and generatessinglet oxygen ‘0, with a
yield @A= 0.2 [ 241.

4. Photochemistry
Much attention hasbeenpaid to the photocoupling ability
of thionucleosideswhen mixed in solution with the current
nucleosidesor in dinucleotide models.However, it shouldbe
called to mind that thesecompoundsundergophotolysiseven
when irradiated at low concentrations ( C c: 5 X 10 ’ M).
keeping trtln.s-couplingreactions at their minimum.

Dilute solutions of s’Urd or analogous compounds are
photolyzed with a quantum yield of IO-’ in the presenceof
oxygen and with a ten-fold reducedefficiency in its absence.
In aerobicconditions the main phomproductis Urd. Howevel
it is not yet clear whether the sJUrd to CJrdconversion is due
to direct photoreaction of the s%r’d triplet statewith oxygen
and/or whether it predominantly results from oxidation of
ground state s’Urd by singlet oxygen ‘0, which is produced
in high yield. Formal.ionof s4Urdhydrate. which hasnever
beenunambiguouslycharacterized,is at mosta residualpathway in contrast to the behavior of 1he parent compound Urd.

4.2. Photoreactivity
und pl7otouddi~c~t.s obtained
mixtures of hmse.s 0s r~uc~1eoside.s

with

Regarding the photochemistry of nucleic acids [ 251 the
first attempts to idenlify mixed photoproducts were limited
to pyrimidine adductswith U and C residues[ 1.26,27]. The
finding that in a folded RNA fragment s4Urd yields a substantial amount of intramolecular crosslinks with A and G
[9] led to a comprehensivereevaluation of the s4Urd photocrosslinking potential [ 28 I. All current nucleosidea(N) in
millimolar rangeconcentrationsre\,ealedto be ableto quench
the s”Urd triplet (s’UT) and to stimulate itc photolysis in
aqueousaerated solution according to the following collisional scheme:

L , ( IV ,
sJUT

+

I’21N)
s4u;

sJu*, + P’

allowing determination of the rate constantsk,, = k’ , + kf2 and
of the ratios k’?/k,, and k’,/k,. The formation of stablepho-
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toadducts (P’ ) between N and the deoxytrinucleotide
d( s’UCC) was monitored by a gel retardation assay providing another estimate of k’,lk,. One major photoadduct can
he detected for A and G while. at least. two adducts are formed
in the presence ofpyrimidine nucleosides. As shown in Table
1. Thd is a much better acceptor than any other nucleoside
[ 28 ] in agreement with previous data showing that TreGduei
are the major targets in s’Urd photocrosslinking experiment\
with DNA [ 291. In addition mixed photoadducts are formed
with ten times higher overall quantum yield with thymine
( @= 0.017) than with cytosine in ?Urd-base mixtures [ 30 I.
The discrepancy observed in Table 1 for the k’?lk, values
correspondingto Thd can be ascribedto the useofd( \‘UCC)

in place of free s%rd but alsoto the possibility that Thdcould
promote photolytic decompositionof s”Urd.
In order to gain someinsight into tRNA structure,intensive
efforts were madeto identify the nature of the photoproducts
whoseformation gave rise to the 8- I3 photocrosslink.Thus.
334 nm irradiation of submillimolar mixtures of 4-thiouracil
and cytosine in deaerated aqueous solution allowed the
isolation of two adducts. namely pyrimidin-‘-one (4-S )
cytosine. Pyo( 4-S)Cyt (Fig. 2) and pyrimidin-2-one (4-S )
4-thiouracil, Pyo( 4-S)s?Jra. The former was obtained in a
low yield with an overall quantum yield of 1.5 X 10 ’ while
the latter was formed in roughly ten times higher chemical
and quantum Jrields.Similarly irradiation of a 4-thiouraciluracil mixture yielded Pyo( 4-S) Ura [ 3 1,321. Theseadducts
could be interconverted betweeneachotherby mild chemical
treatments and furthermore the Pyo( 4-S)Cyt structure was
confirmed by unequivocal multistep synthesis [ 33 1. The
spectroscopicproperties of these photoadducts (absorption
and fluorescencespectra) have been summarizedin Wang’s
review [ 34 1
The chemical nature of the 8- I3 link was establishedfirst
by comparisonof the absorptionand fluorescencecharacteristicsof authentic diribosidephotoadductsisolatedfrom irradiated tRNAv”‘, [ 351 or bulk E. coli tRNA [ 36 ] with those
of Pyo( 4-S)Cyt obtained by irradiation of basemixtures and
to Pdo(4-S)C)fd producedby 254 nm irradiation ofhemipro-
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cycloaddition pathway in which the S’-nucleosideis in the
syn conformation while the 3’ one is anti. The occurrenceof
stablethietane derivatives allowed examination of their own
photochemistry. Interestingly, 254 nm irradiation of a neutral
aqueoussolution containing an interconverting mixture ot
thietane 7 and (h-4) photoadduct 8 quantitatively restored
TpsJT. However. at pH 10which completely shifts the 7 w 8
equilibrium towards 8, no reversal reaction occurred, suggesting that the photoreversion reaction involves 254 nm
photoactivation of thietane 7. This was confirmed since 254
nm photoreversion of the Tpm3sJT thietane 12 could be
achieved at both pH 6 and pH IO [ 48.49 1.
Since the photochemistry of s’dUpT and Tps’dU was
found absolutely sequencedependent it was of interest to
examine whether it could be sensitiveto the configuration of
the phosphateanalog in the (Rp) and (Sp) forms of thyminyl-3’-methylphosphonatc S’-N-3-methyl-4-thiothymidine
( Tpm3s3T) While all major photoadducts obtained with
Tpm’s’T were observedwith both the Rp and Sp diastereoisomers,additional productsresulting from the hydrolysis ot
the 3’-end glycosidic bond of 14 were detectedonly with the
latter diastereoiaomer.These data together with the observation that the photoreactivity decreases in the order
Tpm’s’T > ( Rp) > ( Sp) strengthen the conclusion that the
(Rp) diastereoisomeris a better mimic of the natural phosphodiesterbond than its (Sp) diastereoisomer1SO1. In continuation of this line of research.Clivio et al. [ 5 11synthesized
PNA analogsof dinucleotide\. PNA are achiral and neutral
DNA analogsin which the deoxyribose phosphatebackbone
has been replaced by a pseudo-peptidechain constituted of
N-( 2-aminoethyl)-N-methylenecarbonyl) glycine units that

parable to the one observed with s”tird in aerated solution
(9,~ IO-‘). When N-U, th e ob.served photoreactivity is
two times higher, irrespective of the dinucleotide sequence.
Whatever N, the photochemical behavior of dinucleotides is
practically independent upon the presence or absence ofoxygen (unpublished data). Interestingly, the dideoxynucleotides sJdUpT and Tps”dU revealed to be far more reactive
( @P= 2 10-l). The nature of the photoadducts l‘ormed was
thus fully elucidated under anoxic conditions. leading to an
unexpected sequence-dependent photochemistry. Irradiation
of s3dUpT led to two photoadducts not previously described
[ I3 1 These products most likely arise by hydrogen abstraction from the methyl group of thymine by excited s’U followed by radical recombination (Fig. 5) A precedent for
this behavior can be found when sJU derivatives were irradiated in alcohols or in the presence oftriethylamine 146,471.
A different pathway occurs in the case ofTpa3dU vvhich gave
the (h-4) bipyrimidine adduct S presumably by a (2+ 2)
cycloaddition. In view of the interest for this type of adduct
which corresponds to one of the major photolesions induced
by UV in DNA, the photochemistry of Tps’T was examined.
Tps’T yielded four photoadducts (Fig. 6) including the thietane 7 which was found in 3:l equilibrium with the (6-4)
bipyrimidine 8 which was further photochemically converted
into its Dcwar valence isomer 9. An additional new photo
product 10 formed in a low yield by hydrogen abstraction
followed by hydrogen sullide elimination. In order to stop
the photoreaction at the thietanc stagethe N-3 position of the
I-thiothymidine was blocked by a methyl group. Tpm’s’T
gave compounds 12, 13 and 14 in 25, 2 and 24% yields.
respectively ( Fig. 7). The minor thietane 13 resultedfrom a
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can bind complementary DNA or RNA strand with high
affinity. In comparing the photochemical behavior of two
PNA dimera incorporating sJT either at the N or C terminal
end Clivio et al. [ 5 11 observed that the orientation of the
aminoethyl glycine backbone tnodulated the nature of the
photoproducts.However. noneof them is a true mimic ofthe
correspondingdinucleotide. Observations of such reactions

of Tph’T.

could also be extended to 6-mercaptopurine deoxyriboside
(Qhiodeoxyinosine, shdI) in a dinucleotide context. Thus
irradiation of Tps”dl led in a high chemical yield to a (6-h)
udduct whosestructure is reminiscentof the the ( 6-4) bipyrimidine 8 [ 521.
So far, detailed analysisof s”U. sJTphotochemicalbchav
ior in polynucleotides is quite limited. Liu and Taylor [ 49 ]
showedthat the photochemistry observedfor the Tps4T dinucleotide can be reproducedwhen this motif is insertedin an
octanucleotide. As formation of Pyo( 4-S)Cyd photoadducts
implies a ‘head-to-tail‘ orientation of the reactive pyrimdines, it was of interest to determine the minimal length 01
siU and C containing oligonucleotidesfor this photoreaction
to occur. Using the NaBH, reduction test we observedthat
in the deoxyribooligonucleotide seriess’dUCN (N, number
of Cyt units), formation of the S-4 adduct requires at lcast
iK= 3 and is optimal when N 2 -1.

5. Elucidation of contacts within or between nucleic acid
chains
The intrinsic photoaffinity methodology has found
extremely remarkable applicationsfor studying interactions
within the apliceosomeapparatusand the ribosome.In addition. this approach was usedfor deciphering the folding of
smallendonucleolytic ribozymes in solution.

RNAs are known to adopt complex structuresin solution.
The basicmotif in their folding is the hairpin-loop, possibly

containing mismatched base-pairs, unpaired bases and
bulges. Tertiary folding is insured by interactions involving
both loops and double stranded regions. It was thus important
to determine the potential of sJU to explore such structures.
In a seminal set of experiments, Dubreuil et al. [ 9 ] investigated the folding in solution of a 218 nt rRNA fragment
randomly substituted with s3U using T7 transcription. Irmdiation of the folded monothiolated chains substituted at any
of the 4 I available positions generated long-range intramolecular crosslinks that were separated and sequenced ( I7
crosslinks could be mapped). Finally this study demonstrated
that crosslinks involving both pyrimidine or purine acceptor
residues formed efficiently when the partner residues were
located at the border of miniholices or within bulges and loops
191.
Formation of interstrand bridges in DNA. RNA or hybrid
minihelices site-specifically substituted with s4U confirms the
above findings. These crosslinks formed efficiently only
when the 6U residue is located at or near the dangling ends
(with yields up to 80% in DNA helicea) [ 53.53 ]

A gene can be defined as a DNA segment that is expressed
to yield a functional product (RNA or polypeptide). Eucaryotes genes generally have a split structure in which segments
of coding sequences (exons) are separated by non-intervening sequences (introns). The entire gene is transcribed to
yield a primary transcript, pre-mRNA. The latterbiomolecule
may be subjected to a number of processing events in the
nucleus, including splicing of introns. before being transported as a mature mRNA in the cytoplasm. In the splicing
process the pre-mRNA assembles with numerous proteins
and live small nuclear RNA ( U I5U,. U,, U, and U, snRNAs)
The resulting structure forms a dynamic enzymatic complex
(the spliceosome) that catalyses the splicing reaction in the
presence of ATP. To probe the interactions of these snRNAs
with the active center of mammalian spliceosome. Sontheimer and Steitz [ 201 synthesized substrate pre-mRNA containing a single s4U residue adjacent to either splice sites.
Crosslinks were induced during the course of the splicing
reaction. This demonstrates that an invariant loop of RNA U,
interacts functionally with the 5’-splice site and aligns the
two exons for ligation since the first residue of exon 2 also
became crosslinked to U,. Several conformational rearrangements of snRNAs within the spticeosome active center could
be distinguished including interaction of U,, conserved
sequence with intron (see detailed comments in [ 55 ] ).
Recently, AT-AC introns were found whose removal is catalyzed by a spticeosome that contains only one common ( II,)
and four different (LJ, ,, U ,.,. U,atac and U,atac) snRNPs
compared with the ma.jor spliceosome. Site-specific crosslinking allowed to show that the splicing of this rare intron
is mechanistically similar to that of the major class ofintrons.
This also implicates that the U, , and U,atac snRNPs in the
AT-AC spliceosome fullill analogous roles to IJ, and I!,,.

respectively, in the major spliceosomr: [ 23 ]. When applied
to yeast spliceosome the same approach essentially confirmed
the data obtained with mammalian splicing extracts. In addition, this demonstrates that after the first catalytic step the
first nucleotide of the 3’ exon can also contact U: RNA [S6].
Interestingly, addition of s”Urd site specific substituted U,
RNA to a cell..free yeast system splicing extract depleted 01
endogeneous U, snRNA restores functional activity. This
also allows the formation of crosslinks between U, central
domain and the 5’ splice site ] 571. These photocrosslinking
experiments have already largely contributed to a more
detailed picture of the dynamic structure of the spliceosome.

An essential feature of protein synthesis is the correct positioning of peptidyl-tRNA and incoming aminoacyl-tRNA in
the ribosomal P and A sites respectively, a\ specified by
mRNA through mRNA codon-tRNA anticodon interactions.
The ribosome?. consist of two welt-defined subunits ( 30s and
SOS in E. (~jli). In each subunit. a number of defined
r-proteins is organized around rRNA skeletons ( 16s RNA in
30s particle. iiS and 33s RNA in the 50s particle). While
the different steps of protein synthesis ( initiation. elongation,
termination), I he rote of soluble factors in these steps and the
energy requirements had been well defined in both procaryotic and eucat-yotic systems. the overall structure of the ribosome is known only at low resolution. Several important
structural and conformationat matters have long remained
challenging problems. These include the rRNAs tertiary folding inside the subunits. the nature oftRNA--ribosomeconlacts
in A and P sites (not to speak of the exit site), the mRNA
track along thl.: small subunit as well as eventual conformational changes at the different steps of translation.
Sites of contacts of artificial randomly s4U substituted
mRNA (5 1 nt tong) with 1hS and 2.3s RNA in the ribosome
were mapped by reverse transcription. Twelve sites on 16s
and two on 2.3s RNA were detected [ 58 ] that revealed, to a
large extent. independent of the mRNA sequence [ 591. The
picture was then refined using mRNA analogs containing a
Shine-Dalgarno region and a codon for tRNA””
[ 601 or
tRNA’rh’ [ 6 I ] . the s4U residues being introduced at different
mRNA positions. LJnder equilibrium conditions between
mRNA and 70s ribosome some mRNA- 16s R&A crosslinks
were shown to be tRNA dependent. This leads to the suggestion that tRN4 binding increases the accessibility of 16s
RNA for crosstink formation with mRNA [ 61 1.
In a more selective approach Bogdanov and Brimacombe
groups used mRNAs which were substituted by s4U or s”G
residues at a single defined position. The positions of the
crosslinks on 16s RNA were mapped by a combination 01
RNase H and reverse transcriptase analysis ( IO. 12.62-67 ]
Thus the spacer region between Shine-Dalgarno sequence
and the first AUG was shown to contact 16s RNA either
around position IS30 as well as 1360 for 7 to 8 nt long spacer
or 665 for 4 nt spacers. Downstream to the AUG codon the

following crosslinks were identified: + 4 (the position on the
3’ side of ALJG) to 1402, +6 to 1052, +7 to 1395, +8 and
+9toll96,+11and+l2to532and+l3to530.Allthese
crosslinks were found to be entirely tRNA dependent and
observed both in initiation and elongation complexes
[ IO. 1262-67 ] Interestingly, mRNAs carrying the substituted stop codon &GA
crosslinked also to the 139% 1420
region of 16s RNA. As a future challenge it will be interesting
to determine whether a 70s ribosome with mRNA crosslinked to 16s RNA retains biological activity. Application of
the same methodology to SOS human ribosomes showed that
the few 1XS RNA sites (680 and 1 11 l-l 112) susceptible to
form crosslinks correspond to their equivalent in 16s RNA

16Sl.
In order to analyze the structure of the subunits, s%J substitution of rRNA was performed. Thus s”U containing 5s
RNA was used to reconstitute either 50s or 70s ribosomes.
Two crosslinks joining U,, of 5s RNA to positions 960 and
2475 of 23s RNA were detected indicating that two distinct
domains of this RNA are in close proximity in the 50s subunit
] 64.69 ] Another approach was developed to study the folding of 16s RNA within the 30s particle [ 221. The RNA was
selectively cut and p%?Jp ligated at the 3 ‘-end of one fragment (position 1 141 j. 30s particles were reconstituted and
UV irradiated showing that position I I4 I is in close contact
with residues 1295 and 1272. This allows refinment ofrRNA
3D structure in the ribosome.

Ribozymes are RNA metalloenzymes able to catalyze specific RNA endonucleoiytic cleavage and also RNA ligation
reactions. Small endonucleolytic ribozymes are mostly found
in plant viro’ids, viruso’ids or satellite RNA viruses. Three
distinct motifs have been identified, namely the hammerhead
] 70,7 1 1, hairpin [ 72 J and pseudo-knot (or HDV) ribozymes
( 73,74 ] In the presence of divalent metal ions (typically
Mg’ ’ ), these ribozymes generate 5’-hydroxy
and 2’.3’
cyclic phosphodiester termini. The small size of these ribozymes as well as the nature of their cleavage products distinguish them from large ribozymes such as group 1. II introns
and RNase P.
5.4.1. Humrnrrheud rihwyme
The consensus secondary structure required for activity is
predicted to have three duplex stems and a highly conserved
core of nucleotides C3-A9 (but U7) and G 12-A I4 as well as
an unpaired nucleotide C 17, 5’ to the cleavage site (Fig. 8).
Within the three duplex stems, only base-pair A 15. I :U 16. I
in stem Ill. 5’ to C 17. is higly conserved. The cleavage occur\
specilically at the phosphodiester bond joining nucleotides
17 and 1.1. A large number of mutation and substitution
studies has underlined the importance of the conserved nucleotides and nucleotide functional groups present within the
central core for the cleavage activity 170.71 1. The threedimensional folding of a transacting hammerhead ribozyme
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Fig. 8. Hammerhead riboqme
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has been studied with non-cleavable substrate analogs substituted at single position by sJdlJ or shdI [ 52,763. These
positions were chosen in order to bring information related
to either the structure of the catalytic site (positions 16.1, 17.
I. I ) or the overall structure of the ribozyme (positions 15.7,
I .6). These studies were performed under experimental conditions allowing the cleavage of more than 100 substrates by
a single ribozyme (k,,, =25 min -’ at 37 “C). The use of’a
full deoxyribose substrate analog likely has little influence
on the ribozyme structure since (i) a full deoxysubstrate
analog which had a cytidine at the cleavage position was
effciently cleaved and (ii) very similar crosslink patterns
were obtained with either a full deoxyribose substrate or its
ribo analog, both containing s’dU at position 17. A large
number ot’crosslinks was observed with the various substrate
analogs. Whereas crosslinks involving either residue 16.7 or
I .6 with. respectively, residues 15.7 and 2.6 are representative
of the consensus secondary structure, the crosslink between
distant residues I .6 and L2.4 in stem II loop indicates that. in
solution, stems I and II are in a close proximity. Residues
16. I, I7 and I. I all yielded multiple crosslinks with the
conserved residues of the catalytic core. In particular, the
crosslink between residues 16.1 and U7 was formed very
efliciently. Most of the tertiary interactions thus determined
are likely related to those occurring in a potentially active
ribozyme since the crosslinking pattern obtained within the
core with a fully inactive mutant is strongly altered. However,
it should be noted that the ribozyme still binds properly the
substrate as shown by the formation of the 16.7,’ 15.7 crosslink. The multiple crosslinks are indicative of either a large
conformational flexibility of the cat+tic core or of the existence. in solution, of’ several closely related folded conformations or both 152,761.
Taking into account these photocrosslinking data, a threedimensional model could be constructed 1771 starting from
an A-type stem II extended by a double A9:Gl2, GS:Al3
mismatches supported by thermodynamics and NMR data of
small DNA and RNA helices incorporating such double mis-

( U 16. I :A IS. I ). This particular observation, only revealed
by the modeled structure could afford an explanation for the
conservation of these three residues.
In summary, thio-analog nucleotide-based photolabeling
has provided structural information of sufficient quality to
allow the construction of a molecular model for the hammerhead ribozyme. very similar to that obtained by cristallography with a few interesting differences. Taken as a whole, 8
of the I I crosslinks are satisfied by the average model. This
shows that the central core is flexible and that, in solution.
alternative conformations might exist.
5.4.2. Hairpin
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matches and by photocrosslinking experiments at 254 nm.
On its 3’-end it was then elongated with A 14 and helix III so
as to retain an overall A-like type helix. Docking of stem 1
on this structure was guided by the tertiary contact between
residues I .6 ( stem I) and 1~2.4 ( stem II loop) and the necessity to bridge stem I and III with C 17. Residues ofthe catalytic
loop (C3-U7) were then added. taking into account the
crosslinks in which they were involved (Fig. 9). Overall the
structure of the ribozyme looks like a fiat Y with the three
stems almost coplanar. The central core is stabilized by a
network of hydrogen bonds implying a number of conserved
residues. In the substrate strand, C I7 is located in a pocket
made of a C3-A6 turn where it can adopt two alternative
positions. One is close to G13 whereas the other is close to
GS. In the latter variant the substrate strand is stretched at the
cleavable C 17-Ul. 1 phosphodiester bond and minor adjustments of the backbone torsion angles allow an in-line attack
of the phosphate by the adjacent ribose 2’ hydroxyl. The
structure thus obtained is very similar to that provided by Xray studies [ 78-8 I ] : overall shape. C3-A6 turn. mismatched
G:A base-pairs. C2’ e&~ pucker for G8 sugar. However there
are <igniticant differences between the two structures. For
instance. in the crystal structure, the angle between stems I
and II is wider and cannot account for the long-range I .hL2.4 crosslink. However, in the crosslink derived structure
the C3-A6 turn is much less precisely detined as a conaequence of the multiple crosslinks. Another difference lies in
the formation. in the crosslink derived structure, of a tertiary
interaction involving the conserved residue GS and the sole
conserved base-pair between the ribozyrne and the cuhstrate

riho,-ymr

The samephotolabeling approach was applied to hairpin
ribozymes derived from the autolytic (-)sTRSV RNA
] X2.83 1. These ribozymes, which can be reduced to a core
of 50 nucleotides,elicit rl-rrjzs-cleavage
activity againsta substrate having an ApG site within a four nucleotide loop. A
number of deoxyribose substrateanalogscontaining either
s”dU or shdI in place of, respectively. U or A (G) was prepared. Most of the crosslinksconfirm the consensussecondary structure and revealed a high flexibility of the bulge
involved in the cleavage treaction.This is also indicative of a
preferential folding of this bulge bringing the residue + 2 of
the substratein closeproximity to the purine at position 6 of
the ribozyme. Neverthelessthese data were insufficient to
build a plausible three-dimensional model for the hairpin
ribozyme.

A rmns-acting system has been designed in order to
explore the three-dimensionalstructure of the antigenomic
HDV ribozyme. In this system,the substrateis associatedby
base-pairingto the catalytic RNA, forming helix HI. The
ribozyme is able to cleave specifically the RNA substrateas
well as a deoryribose substrateanalog containing a single
cytidine at the cleavagesite (position -1 ). Using a setof full
deoxy or mixed deoxyribose-ribose substrateanalogssitespecifically substituted with s’dU, a number of long range
contacts was determinedbetweenthe substrateand the ribozyme core [ 841. In particular crosslinks between substrate
positions- I and -2 with residuesC IS, Cl 9 and C67, thought
to be involved in the ribozyme catalytic site, were detected
(Fig. 10). When residue _1 is a deoxyribonucleotide. the
probe at position -2 crosslinks with C15, Cl9 and G31
whereasthe soleresidueCh7 is crosslinkedwhen residue- 1
is a ribonucleotide (cleavable substrate). Interestingly the
ribozyme/substrate complex becomesinactive upon formation of the -2/C67 crosslink.This is in line with the statement
that C67 is a key residueof the antigenomic ribozyme. As
such, the photocrosshnkingdata are too sparseto allow the
building of a three-dimensionalmodel. Besides,sucha model
hasbeenproposedfor the gznomic ribozyme on the basisof
a large set of rnutational data ] 85 1. Since both the genomic
and antigenomic ribozymcs are able to adopt the samesecondary pseudo-knot structure, a model for the the antigen
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[ 1] [ 871. Thus. the ability for an aminoacid to quench the
s’Urd triplet state by random collisions varies widely with
the nature of the aminoacid residue. In spite: of this limited
amount of photochemical data the number of nucleoprotein
systems studied by means of s’U. s’T, or shG phototechnoogy has been growing rapidly.
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omit ribozyme [ 841 was derived from the genomic one.
Apart from residue deletion or insertion, only minor accommodations were needed to account for all observed photocrosslinks except one which was attributed to an alternative
hybridization of the substrate with the ribozyme. In this case
the use ofphotoactivable thiobase analogs as spatial reporters
brought strong experimental support to both the secondary
pseudo-knot structure (other secondary structures have been
proposed) and the structure first pi-oposed for the genomic
HDV ribozyme.

6. Nucleic acid-protein

interactions

RNA-containing
s’U residues have long been known to
form efficiently crosslinks with proteins in ribonucleoprotein
assemblies (thiolated tRNA with their cognate tRNA ligases
or with ribosomes. poly s”U used as a mRNA with ribosomes). Even more demonstrative was the fact that in functional ‘thiolated’
70s ribosomec obtained by siUrd
incorporation within cells, more than 10% of the r-proteins
can be covalently attached to rRNA. While chain breaks in
large rRNAs can be detected only when irradiation is performed in the presence of 0,. the final yield of RNA-protein
crosslink remains unaffected (reviewed in Ref. [ 1 ] ). The
only mixed photoadduct characterized so far is an addition
product of L-Lys to s”Urd with saturation of the pyrimidine
5, 6 double bond and attachment of the a-amino group to C6
] 86 ] Nevertheless a few aminoacids including Tyr. Trp.
Met. Lys and Cys were shown to quench efficiently ( k, = IO”

In standard double helical DNA, the sulfur atom at position
4 of s’T (6 of sbG) residue is hydrogen bonded to the corresponding A (C) residue and points into the DNA major
groove. Introduction of either \‘T or shG into synthetic dodetamers containing the recognition site of Eco RV endonuclease and of the corresponding methyltransferase allowed
specific photocrosslinking
of these enzymes. The highest
photocrosslinking yields were obtained with s4T containing
oligomers reaching 35% and 5% for the methyltransferase
and endonuclease, respectively. These yields could be
increased by converting s”T into its 4-thiocyano derivative
] 881. The same approach was applied to the study of the Rep
D: ori I> complex formation of staphyloccocal plasmids,
showing that a C-terminal fragment of Rep D interacts with
the replication origin ] 891.
6.2. HIV-I

replicution and esprr.wim

Replication of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV )
genome initiates, from a host cell tRNA3LY’ hybridized at a
specific site of viral RNA by virally encoded reverse transcriptase (RT), a p66-p5 I heterodimer. Specific introduction
of a sJdU residue at the 3’-end of the primer within a nascent
polymerisation complex allowed specific photolabeling of
p66 between residues 314 and 423 [ 90]. In the initiation
complex formed with site-specific s’U substituted tRNA,‘,Y’.
positions - 1 ( nearby the S’-end) and 16 ( within the D loop )
were shown to contact C-terminal peptide% of ~66. Conversely. position 36 (in the anticodon loop) crosslinked to
bothp66andp51
1911.
The viral cycle is under the control of a number of viral
proteins such as Rev ( I I6 aa) and Tat (86 aa). Interaction
of Rev with its target viral RNA site leads to the cytoplasmic
expression of incompletely spliced mRNA. The minimal target, a 29 nt hairpin like fragment. was substituted with sJU
allowing identification of a Rev contact nearby a RNA bulge
[ 92,931. Protein Tat. on the other hand, is essential for transactivation of gene expression. It interacts with TAR RNA,
a 59 nt stem-loop Istructure located at the S’-end of all
mRNAs. thus enhancing their transcription levels. Site-specific substitutions with sJU at positions 23, 38 and 4Oallowed

refinement ofthe TAR structure in solution and demonstrated
that all three positions contact Tat in the complex [ 941.
6.3. Transcriptiot~
Eucaryotic cells have evolved three forms of DNAdependent RNA polymerases specialized in the transcription
of’ rRNA ( pol I), mRNA ( pal II ). 5s RNA and tRNA ( pal
III). not including mitochondrial and/or chloroplastic RNA
polymerases. All eucaryotic RNA polymerases are complex
protein assemblies made of two large and a number (up to
14) of smaller subunits. A variety of affinity labeling techniques has been used to identify the catalytic domain and/or
subunits containing the DNA strands or the nascent RNA. As
xJUTP is a good analog of UTP in transcription reactions it
can be easily incorporated in the nascent transcript and it was
shown to interact with subunits Ia Ib and a 52 kDa polypeptide
of human polymerase I 195 1. This approach has been extensively applied to RNA polymerase II from various \ourccs
196-981 in order to map the path of nascent RNA. In the
case of RNA pol III, it was shown that the transcripts contact
the two largest subunits until the transcription complex
reaches the initiation factor TFIIlC binding \ite [ 961. In pea
chloroplast transcriptional complex. two peptides of 5 I and
54 kDa were labeled [SC>].
Formation of specific transcription complexes permits
selective introduction of the sJU residue at the 3’-end of the
growing RNA chain. This allowed derivatization of the poymcrase catalytic domain. in close proximity to the elongation site. The two largest subunils. A,,,,,. A, q’i of yeast pol I
were thus radiolabeled [ 1001 while only the largest one of
wheat germ and yeast pol II could be detected [ IO I 1. Interestingly. it was shown that a RNA polymerase II binding
factor S,, which allows bypass of template arrest sitescontacts
directly the 3’-end of nascent RNA ( 1021. Site-specific substitution of T by dT residue in 1)NA genes ( 5s or tRNA.‘l’
fragments) and reconstitution of‘ RNA pol III transcription
complexes demonstrated that X out of IS subunits of this
enzyme make direct contacts with DNA. In addition, this
suggested that multiple states at-e involved in a ‘precisely
positioned’ complex [ X]
6.4. Trat~slatiott
Initiation of translation in eucaryotic cells first involves
binding of 40s ribosomal subunits at or near the mRNA S’end followed by binding of Met-tRNA, and initiation factors.
In a subsequent step. scanning of the mRNA is achieved in a
5’ to 3’ direction until an appropriate AUG codon is encountered. In a model system. an AUG triplet is recognized as a
start signal when embedded in the oligomer ACC AUG G.
In order to decipher the mechanism of start site selection, the
mRNA analog ACCAs’lJGG
was incubated in a cell-free
system. It was shown to crosslink efficiently two trtrtl.v-acting
factors of SO and 100 kDa, one of w,hich revealed to be the
La autoantigen [ IO3 1. Other studies were devoted to the E.

coli system. Thus in initiation complexes formed with the
30s subunits. s’Ll residues inserted upstream to the AUG
codon crosslinked specifically to S7 and less specifically to
S I, S I8 and S2 1 ( 121 while in elongation complexes proteins
S1, S3. S.5 contact mRNA nearby the decoding site [ 67 1.
The nature of the ribosomal P site was Investigated using
randomly substituted tRNA”“‘. The 50s subunit proteins L I
and I-27 attached the tRNA D loop whereas S I9 crosslinked
to the variable loop [ 1041. Prolein synthesis is achie\ied, i.e.
the free polypeptide chain is released, when a translationnal
stop signal occupies the ribosomal A site, triggering specitic
binding of appropriate release tactors ( RF). Highly efticient
crosslinking of RF2 to either \‘UAA or &GA
containing
mRNA was observed under those conditions. This is in agreement with model; in which the RF has an anticodon-like
domain 1I OS, IO6 1.

7. Conclusions
The use of thronucleotides as intrinsic photolabels of
nucleic acids has yielded a number of remarkable findings
(folding of stnall endonucleolytic ribozymes, the path of
mRNA onto the ribosome, nature of RNA-protein interactions within the spliceosome or RNA polymerase complexes. _.). Not only new contacts between macromolecules
could be revealed (and mapped) but in some cases the functionality of the crosslinked complexes was checked (ribozymes and spliceosome). thus jheding some light on theit
internal dynamics.
By far the photolabels preferentially used were s% ( RNA)
and siT or sJdU (DNA) which can be incorporated within
nucleic acids with minimai structural perturbation. Their
photophysics is reasonably well understood and the nature of
the photoadducts they form with current bases well established. with the notable exception ofG derived adducts. Both
sJU and s’T react with U and C pyrimidines to yield cithel
( S-4 ) or ( 6-4) photoadducts. depending upon the orientation
of the C4-S4 bond with respect to the acceptor S-6 double
bond. As a future development in the field of RNA structure
elucidation. identification of the nature, (h-4) versus ( S-4).
of the photoadducts present within defined crosslinked RNA
chains (which requires development of highly sensitive
methods) will be most interesting. Indeed, it would allow
detertnination of the mutual orientation of the bases prior to
the reaction. which will led to refinement of the proposed
RNA structures.
To date, little i,j known on the photophysical and photochemical behavior, of thiopurine derivatives. Nevertheless, in
the dinucleotide Tps’dl, s”d1 yielded a (6-6) photoadduct
whose structure is reminiscent of the (6-4) bipyrimidines.
These derivatives represent attractive photolabels to substitute A, G and U s:T) positions (?‘I) or G positions (s”G)
within nucleic acid chains. However, shG and sJCJ display a
number of distinctive properties. Indeed, shG exhibits an
absorption maximum close to 3 IO nm instead of 330 nm for

s4U. Its ex-vivo incorporation is far more damaging to the
cell metabolism than s”U incorporation. Finally, s6GTP is a
much poorer substrate than s’UTP in transcription reactions
catalysed by T7 RNA polymerase. All these data suggest that
ground state shG could exist in a thiol-thione equilibrium
leading to misincorporation during RNA synthesis. Therefore, s”G or ?I substitution may lead to significant structural
perturbations and the functionality of the substituted nucleic
acids should be checked prior to structural analysis.
Although thionucleobases photocrosslink efficiently proteins within nucleoproteins, it should be kept in mind that
little is known to date, even in model systems, of their photocoupling ability with amino-acid residues and of the nature
of the photoadducts formed. At present. the major problem
is the unambiguous identification of the amino-acid residues
which had undergone crosslinking within an oligopeptideoligonucleotide complex. However, this can now be tackled
by a modem technique, namely matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry [ 107 I. The data obtained
can be considered as reliable when the photolabeled RNA
(DNA) associates with high affinity to the protein components of the complex. If low affinity complexes are investigated, care should be taken that the crosslinks formed do not
result from collisional photoreactions. No doubt that answers
will be provided to the pending questions raised above within
the next few years, together with the development of new
applications of biological interest.

We are indebted to S. Dokudovskaya and the referees for
a critical reading of the manuscript. This work was supported
by grants from ANRS and CNRS ( ACC-SV 5).
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